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Message from the President
If you are keeping up with
the goings-on around Regional Forester Brian Ferebee’s
chainsaw exemption this
spring, it has been a wild
Larry Smith
ride. The exemption was announced, and other wilderness advocates
sued to block it and sought an injunction
to stop it until the case was heard. The regional forester then amended the exemption to push back the starting date due to
the extreme snowpack here, and now, just
in the last week, amended it again by cancelling the exemption for this year altogether, again blaming the snowpack and
the difficulties of getting supplies to the
needed locations. The good folks over at
Wilderness Watch are claiming victory,
but my sense is that this was just one more

round in strategic thinking by the Forest
Service and this is not over yet.
In his latest letter, Ferebee pointed out
that many volunteer groups have pledged
to provide bodies to help with the problem. We plan on reaching out to the more
vocal of these groups and ask them to
show up in a creative way that will build
some bridges and understanding between
the groups but also in a way that benefits
the wilderness both physically and financially. The board will be working on this
in the days to come, but given timing, it is
likely that we’ll have to communicate the
plan via our electronic platforms. When
we do, we will need your support and time
to meet our part of the challenge.
In the meantime, grab your saws, your
PPE (personal protective equipment),
some friends and hit the trail!

Fun, Food and Friends at Chapter BBQ
Our annual breakout barbecue on June 17 at Fireside Cabins along the San Juan
River was a great event with catered brisket and chicken and delicious side dishes and
desserts from our members. The warm campfire was appreciated on a slightly cool and
breezy evening. But the best part was getting to visit with folks. Thank you to Tonya
Lambert and crew for a wonderful party.
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More Photos from Chapter BBQ
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Trail Wandering
By John Nelson
SJBCH Board Member and Trail Committee Chair

Avalanches and deep snow across our trails in the high country from this winter mean that our trails folks and
the Forest Service and Southwest Conservation Corps crews have had to focus on the lower sections of trails like
Opal Lake, Cimarrona, Anderson, West Fork and others. Crews are finding they can cut up only so high on many
trails and then must switch to another trail for a while until the snow line recedes.
As you’ve heard, only half of our trail system has been opened over the last several years due to the beetlekilled trees clogging the trails and inadequate resources to get the job done. We stand to lose trails permanently,
frankly, if something isn’t done to keep them open. SJBCH has worked with all our partners to try to positively affect this situation, including on-the-ground work, fundraising, assisting the Forest Service and, most recently, advocating for a chainsaw exemption to the Wilderness Act to allow the use of chainsaws to get all of our trails opened.
On May 7, the regional forester in Denver granted this request with some severe restrictions, and we have been
(continued on p. 3)
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(Trail Wandering cont.’d.)

moving ahead with planning for this effort, including get- strengthen the case for getting trees cleared from trails in
ting our people lined out with chainsaw and crosscut saw a more timely manner.
training and certification and scheduling trail-crew pack
After hearing recently from someone who said in a
support to help increase the efficiencies and effectiveness constructive spirit that they don’t think SJBCH is up to
of those crews.
the task of clearing trails and providing
But environmental groups have
pack support to remote backcountry arepushed back hard on the chainsaw issue
as, mostly due to the magnitude of the
and filed a lawsuit recently, and now the
problem, I pushed back pretty good. I
regional forester has pulled back his apreminded them of the people we have
proval. So, we are back to square one in
working trails many days of the week
terms of tackling clogged trails with
and the packers like Donna, Kelli,
crosscut saws, which is what we’ll do—
Rocky, Vern, Dan, Ron, Gary, Dick,
for now. But our goal is to get our entire
Sean, Lee and others (including our othtrail system open as soon as possible.
er outfitter partners), who know the
Losing a trail in wilderness is easy; getbackcountry as well as anyone. I would
ting that trail back is likely very diffioffer that this matter of working and
cult. So, it’s important we protect ALL
packing supplies into the backcountry is
our system trails in wilderness. We una challenge of sorts to San Juan BCH.
Ron Toland leads his pack horse up
derstand we are being asked to help pro- the V-Rock Trail to re-supply the SCC Frankly, in the past we have not been
crew clearing the trail. In some spots, known so much for trail work and packvide practical data on our cutting and
packing work for a possible future con- the snow was two feet deep. Assisting ing but more for trail riding—but that’s
Ron were JoAnn and Randy Senzig.
sideration of chainsaw use to open our
changed over the last five years. Our
(Photos by Randy Senzig)
trails. It is critical that we all keep accuprimary BCH mission is to keep backrate information on the number of trees
country trails open for stock use. Everycleared on which miles of trail (as well
one who can ride a horse or mule or hike
as our volunteer hours and miles travinto the back country can make that hapeled). We will share more information
pen. So please…get involved. As I write
about the new phone app Survey 123
this, SJBCH packer Ron Toland and
that will help track some of this data.
Randy and JoAnn Senzig are packing
It’s also essential that we help track
supplies in to the SCC crew in the South
resource damage to trails. Everyone can
San Juan Wilderness.
help with this task by taking pictures of
Check out pagosatrails.org. The web site
places where people are going around
includes the latest reports on trail condidowned trees and, ideally, providing a
tions. Report what you see on the trails,
GPS location of the damage. This will
and Rob Lambert will update the site.

Members Waste No Time Getting to Work on Trails
Opal LakeTrail
Mike Pluth and Rena Gallant led the effort in June to work on Opal Lake Trail. Here’s an account of the work
from those involved:
From Mike Pluth—Just a short note on a short, but popular, trail. As soon as the Forest Service opened this wellused trail in 2019, Rena and I took off to the South San Juans for a look at what winter left for us. Surprisingly, only
nine trees remained on the trail after winter had passed.
Mike and Rena scouted the trail with Kristie and Larry Hefling on June 1. About a week later, Mike and Rena returned to cut with a chainsaw their first tree of the year 1/4 mile from the trailhead. They encountered a big, downed
double-trunked tree whose roots tore out half the trail. Five trees got removed the first day (June 7) out and four the
second (June 8). All the out-of-state hikers were eager to thank the SJBCH for our hard work and consistent effort to
(continued on p. 4)
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(Members Waste No Time cont.’d)

keep the forest open for everyone. Both Rena and I are so grateful and happy to be back in the forest doing a little bit
of spring? summer clearing!
From Annie Pack—A few of our members met up at the Opal Lake Trailhead on June 12 to repair the hole in the trail left by the fallen tree. As the
hole in the trail was only a 1/4 of a mile in, we walked in with our tools in
hand. We filled the four-foot hole with rocks, dirt, and some other debris to
level it out. As we were working, there were hikers coming around that
"hairpin" turn. It was great to talk with all of them as they asked questions
about our work. Some visitors had even read the articles in the Pagosa Sun
about the chainsaws and had questions about it…and big surprise...they were
in support of taking care of our wilderness trails!
It was quite a task filling in that hole on the trail, but you know, getting
out
with our members is fun whether we're working or playing! I would
From left, Rena Gallant, Mike Pluth and
Kristie Hefling take a break at Opal Lake after highly recommend it. Thank you to Mike Pluth for leading the charge and to
Tonya and Rob Lambert and Randy Senzig for working so diligently to get
scouting trail conditions. (Photo by Larry
the job done. I had a great time as always with you all.
Hefling)

At left, Mike Pluth sits in the hole created by a fallen
tree whose root wad took out a portion of the trail. At
right is the repaired trail—fixed by Randy Senzig, Rob
Lambert, Annie Pack and Mike. Not pictured is Tonya
Lambert, who took the photo.

From left, Rena Gallant, Mike Pluth, Larry and Kristie
Hefling, Stephanie MacAuliffe and Kendall and Larry
Smith pose at the trailhead sign for V-Rock Trail. The
group walked to the trailhead on June 2 because the
road was snowpacked and closed. They were able to do
some trail maintenance.

Burro Park Trail
While some of our members were working on
Opal Lake Trail on June
12, another group headed up Burro Park Trail.
Donna Fait (left) and
JoAnn Senzig rode the
trail with Tara McElhinney and cleared three
trees and also limbed
seven branches. (Photo
by Tara McElhinney)

The irises of spring are giving
way to summer. (Photo by Lisa
Nelson)
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Folks Get Ready for Busy Season Ahead
Certifications Key to Training and Safety

John Nelson of San Juan BCH assisted the Pagosa Ranger District
in certifying a large group of Southwest Conservation Corps trail
crew leaders on crosscut saws. The certification was conducted at
the Ute Campground on May 14 and 15. (Photo by John Nelson)

Lee Pierce bucks a log as part of his chainsaw certification under
the supervision of Lance Martin (center), assistant fire management officer for the Pagosa Ranger District. Rob Lambert pays
close attention prior to taking his turn with a saw. Three other
SJBCH members also earned their chainsaw certifications: Rocky
Day, Ron Toland and John Nelson. (Photo by Lisa Nelson)

Crosscut Saw Tips
•

•

Remember to only pull when cutting. Never push.
Allow your partner to pull. Pushing may cause the
saw to buckle.
Never attempt any action that you cannot handle or
if you are unsure of the probable outcome. Always
be ready to adjust your cutting strategy based on
how forces are affecting the cut.
Source: Saws That Sing

Packing Class Draws Several Members
By Annie Pack
On June 19, a group of about a dozen of our members met over at Kelli and Rocky Day’s home for a
packing class. Despite their very hectic schedule, they
were so kind to take the time to help our members interested in packing, or helping pack, supplies up into our
forest and wilderness areas.
Originally, the idea sprouted as our BCH chapter
planned to assist in helping resupply the Southwest
Conservation Corps crews going into wilderness trails
and clearing with chainsaws to save time and money.
Back to the story…I must say I didn’t know how
much the Days knew until I knew how much they
know—a tongue twister to be sure—but so true! These
two are incredibly knowledgeable about
packing in…
and out.
Watching
them in action
packing their
mules was very
informative
and offered
“hands-on”
group participation. Questions
were asked and
answered, and
Donna Fait offered a tidbit of
info as to how
she is able to
load heavy
loads onto her
pack animal— Kelli and Rocky Day share their packing expergreat info for
tise and their camping strategies. (Photos by
those of us who Kristie Hefling)
are petite and
can’t swing those loads up and over our animals.
Many other nuggets of info were covered and discussed while sipping on the refreshing teas that our
hosts provided.
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We’re Not All Work and No Play at San Juan BCH
The May 19 Social Ride at Kenny Flats
“We had seven riders and we experienced springtime in the Rockies with all kinds of
weather, but we had a great time and we look forward to the next one.”—Tonya Lambert

Photo by Aurora Peters

Photo by Tonya Lambert
Photo by Tonya Lambert

Photo by Aurora Peters

Photo by Aurora Peters
Photo by Tonya Lambert
Photo courtesy Aurora Peters
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Upcoming Events & Other News
Mark Your Calendars


June 27

July 11

*Ranch Sorting

Western Heritage Event
Center Rodeo Grounds
7 p.m. (pre-show 6:30)

Fairgrounds
Sign-in 9 a.m.; ride 10 a.m.



July 13

Pagosa Night Rodeo

*Ranch Sorting

Western Heritage Event
Center Rodeo Grounds
7 p.m. (pre-show 6:30)

Fairgrounds
Sign-in 9 a.m.; ride 10 a.m.

July 20



July 25



July 15

San Juan BCH
General Meeting
Methodist Church
6 p.m. potluck;
7 p.m. program



August 8

*Ranch Sorting

Pagosa Night Rodeo

Pagosa Night Rodeo
Finals

Fairgrounds
Sign-in 9 a.m.; ride 10 a.m.

Western Heritage Event
Center Rodeo Grounds
7 p.m. (pre-show 6:30)

Western Heritage Event
Center Rodeo Grounds
7 p.m. (pre-show 6:30)

www.burrisandsonsbuckingbulls.com

www.burrisandsonsbuckingbulls.com

Adults $25/rider all day;
18 and under $5



August 24



Sept. 7



July 4

Independence Day
Parade
Downtown Pagosa
10 a.m.



July 18

Pagosa Night Rodeo
Western Heritage Event
Center Rodeo Grounds
7 p.m. (pre-show 6:30)
www.burrisandsonsbuckingbulls.com



August 10
*Ranch Sorting

Fairgrounds
Sign-in 9 a.m.; ride 10 a.m.
Adults $25/rider all day;
18 and under $5

Sept. 21

*IMPORTANT NOTE
For all Ranch Sorting
events, RSVPs are needed
to ensure sufficient participation. Send RSVP to Tara
McElhinney at
time4chrome@yahoo.com,
or call 970-264-4211 or
970-560-3015 by noon on
the Wednesday before the
event.

*Ranch Sorting

*Ranch Sorting

*Ranch Sorting

Fairgrounds
Sign-in 9 a.m.; ride 10 a.m.

Fairgrounds
Sign-in 9 a.m.; ride 10 a.m.

Fairgrounds
Sign-in 9 a.m.; ride 10 a.m.

Adults $25/rider all day;
18 and under $5

Adults $25/rider all day;
18 and under $5

Adults $25/rider all day;
18 and under $5

Call for Help



Adults $25/rider all day;
18 and under $5

Adults $25/rider all day;
18 and under $5

www.burrisandsonsbuckingbulls.com



June 29

Pagosa Night Rodeo

www.burrisandsonsbuckingbulls.com





Nancy Seay could use some volunteers to help sell tickets and take ticket stubs at the
Thursday Pagosa Night Rodeos. The chapter earns $100 each night for working the
rodeo, which helps support our trail-clearing efforts. It also gives you the chance to
Photo Courtesy Front Range BCH
catch some of the rodeo activities. Contact Nancy if you can help out at 970-731-1125.

Pho-

